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Dynamo Top Brass
®

TM

Richly colored, heavy gauge blue
cloth, accented with luxurious
brass trim are combined with all
the exclusive Dynamo features.
Cues, balls and triangle are not
included.

Dynamo Regent
®

TM

Dynamo stays in touch with the
latest furniture design and
appearance and brings them to
you with an elegant, Hearth Oak
look that will complement the
decor of any room. Cues, balls
and triangle are not included.

Bumper Pool
This table combines the elegant
look of Jewel Mahogany laminate,
a slate bed covered with genuine
green billiard cloth, an end ball
return, heavy-duty black die-casts
corners, matching wooden bumper posts with lively rubber
rings, and commercial pool table legs and levelers to offer you
the very best in a bumper pool table.
The perfect size for the smaller environment. Cues and balls
are included.
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Commercial Quality Home Pool Tables
• Quality cushions ensure better bounce, livelier play and longer ball travel
that is preferred in championship play.
• Cue ball is the same size and weight as the object ball; players can work
the ball better with more English.
• Special leg levelers eliminate the need to lift the table to level it.
• Hardwood rails are screwed into the table for stronger construction and
easy replacement.

Adjustable Leg Levelers
Professional quality leg levelers
simplify leveling and prevents
having to lift the table to level it.

Optional Accessory Package
Part Number 02020ACCP includes
4 cue sticks, Ball Set, Triangle and Chalk.

SPECIFICATIONS
Accessories, such as balls, cues, triangle and chalk are not included with the Top Brass
or Regent tables, but are included with the Bumper Pool.

TM

TM

Table

Part Number

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Top Brass 93"

020203712

93"

53"

31"

670 lbs.

Top Brass 101"

020204712

101"

56"

31"

845 lbs.

Regent 88"

020202802

88"

50"

31"

605 lbs.

Regent 93"

020203702

93"

53"

31"

670 lbs.

Regent 101"

020204702

101"

56"

31"

845 lbs.

Bumper Pool
020209000
(Accessories Included)

57"

41"

31"

325 lbs.

Dealer:

www.valley-dynamo.com

